In this paper, we propose a simple (alignment-free) and low-cost microfabrication technique of dual opposite silver electrodes having each separated electrical contact pad inside a microchannel using multiphase laminar flow with density difference, without any photolithographical processes. The electrode patterns were realized by chemical deposition at the interface between a silver electroless plating solution and a reducer one. The gravitational force induced by the density difference of fluids causes the rotation of interface, thereby resulting in separated electrical contact pads.
INTRODUCTION
An electrochemical sensing technique has been widely utilized in biosensors of the μTAS applications due to the advantage of achieving low detection limit without labeling. Metal electrodes patterned in a microchannel are regarded as key components of the electrochemical sensing. The electrodes, however, were fabricated by expensive and multi-step processes including multi-stage photolithography and metal deposition and etching, etc [1] [2] . The previous fabrication methods generally require (1) vacuum deposition of metal films, (2) photolithography with precise alignment, (3) transparent substrates for the following alignment and (4) complicated bonding process. In this regard, we propose a simple (alignment-free) and lowcost microfabrication technique of dual silver electrodes based on the characteristics of multiphase laminar flow and chemical deposition. Figure 1 illustrates the basic concept of the microfabrication of dual opposite silver electrodes proposed in this study. The device consists of (1) main microchannel having its inlet and outlet as an electrochemical sensor and (2) two side inlets and two side outlets for the purpose of fabricating electrodes. A metal electroless plating solution (dense fluid) and a reducer one (less dense fluid) are injected into each side inlet. The interface between two solutions is rotated along the downchannel direction by gravitational force resulted from the density difference [3] , and therefore, top-and bottom-side interfaces are separated and flow into each outlet with the help
BASIC CONCEPT
of counter flow (de-ionized water in this case). The metal electrodes are patterned on the walls of the microchannel by chemical deposition [4] at where the interface between two solutions contacts with top and bottom walls. Consequently, the dual electrodes having separated electrical contact pad extended to each side outlet can be fabricated on the top and bottom walls of the microchannel. Figure 2 shows experimental setup for the fabrication of dual electrodes in this study. A PDMS microfluidic device was fabricated by replica molding with a SU-8 master. The silver electroless plating solution and the reducer one having different density were injected into each side inlet of a PDMS device by means of a syringe pump at a constant flow rate. DI water was also injected into the outlet of the main microchannel to enhance the separation of the interface. The proper processing conditions of density difference and flow rate were determined via CFD simulations. Figure 3 shows fabricated dual opposite silver electrodes inside the microchannel. The width of the electrode becomes wider along the downchannel direction due to the transverse diffusion of the laminar flow in the microchannel [5] . The dual electrodes on top and bottom walls were almost parallel to each other in the main microchannel and they have a separated electrical contact pad extended to each side outlet with the help of the rotation of the interface induced by the density difference. 
EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, dual opposite electrodes inside a microchannel have been successfully fabricated based on the microfluidic characteristics of the multiphase laminar flow with density difference (dense metal electroless plating solution and less dense reduce one). The PDMS device containing the dual opposite electrodes could be utilized as an electrochemical biosensor. The microfabrication technique, developed in this study, could be widely applied to various dual metal electrodes patterning inside microchannels in the μTAS applications.
